Is Fractality: The Electrical Mechanism of Gravity,
(and Perception and Color Descrimination)
“100 Years of Writing Field Equations yet has physics investigated whether the same fractal field that causes gravity
would also be the one to most nourish DNA”
By Daniel Winter

www.goldenmean.info

Update Sept 9,09: See my new equation to prove how golden ratio times plank length- forms the 3 radii of hydrogen - evidence
how the golden ratio fractality is mechanism of hydrogen nuclear to electron fractality: www.goldenmean.info/goldenproof
For the Proceedings - October 06 "Unified Theories" Conference and workshop organized by Istvam Dienes and Csaba
Varga of the Strategic Institute of Budapest.
This article is part of the the series: goldenmean.info/fracalgravity , goldenmean.info/fractalfield , goldenmean.info/fractalvacuum ,
goldenmean.info/fractaluniverse , goldenmean.info/matrix , Gravity Theory: goldenmean.info/gravitycause (experimental proof - is in
process: goldenmean.info/gravitycause )

Abstract: The idea that infinite non-destructive electrical compression describes gravity is as old as Einstein. Newer
physics has identified fractality as the symmetry of infinite compression. Building on recent new physics papers on the
Fractal Universe, Fractal nature of the Vacuum, Fractal Compression in Time, Phase Conjugation vs Perception and
Gravity Lensing – they all depending on successful {wave} compression -especially Golden Ratio in scale-invariance /
’Global Scaling’ . This paper explores the hypothesis that Fractality could be proven as the true electric symmetry and
CAUSE of gravity itself. We look first at some evidence harmonic and geometric evidence that Golden Ratio optimizes the
wave mechanics of fractality, non-destructive self re-entry, and scale invariance. Then particularly we extend the literature
suggesting the Universe is fractal – by looking at geometric evidence that specifically the relationship between nuclear
hadron symmetry and electron shell symmetry may also be precisely fractal and self similar. Visual and literary evidence of
the self similar platonic nature of both is presented, and a mechanism to test by radii ratio is proposed. Fractal Synth
software (from heartcoherence.com) is offered as a wave ratio heteodyning proof that Golden Ratio in these arrays – is a
proveable mechanism of most CONSTRUCTIVE compression in wave interference. Finally- perfected Golden Ratio
fractality is explored briefly as hypothesized mechanism of human perception (including Golden Ratio in brainwaves
correlate to Peak Perception). We also then suggest how this forms a basis for a new pure geometric 3 dimensional model
for the origin of color.

Einstein’s logic was inevitable – if there is a unified field then gravity must be the infinite constructive compression of
electric fields. Gravitational vs electrical energy cannot be made of a different substance. Take a black hole for example –
the rotational inertia that is the energy of the stellar masses sucked in - is converted in an orderly (non-destructive) way – to
the inertia of what moves thru center. It should come as no surprise for physics to recently learn that the size of the black
hole in a galaxy generally (fractally?) predicts the size of the galaxy (field effect) that black hole can hold together.
Since Einstein, science now rather agrees that fractality is the only infinite compression symmetry. The problem is to truly
model and test what a fractal field would look like, and then prove that it is responsible for the gravity. This paper proposes
2 essential ideas to solve that issue: 1 - that Golden Mean Ratio solves the problem of fractality for waves by solving the
problem of infinite constructive wave interference. And 2. new evidence that the universe is fractal, the vacuum is fractal,
and here we present evidence the atomic nucleus is essentially fractal to electron symmetry – and that planetary oribital radii
(based on Golden Mean) is also fractal. In summary – we suggest it is compelling to conclude that fractality is indeed the
electric cause of the gravity. The mechanism we propose is that Golden Mean ratio allows the wave lengths and PHASE –
or GROUP WAVE velocities to add and multiply infinitely constructively – thus effectively turning the electrical
compression of fields, into the electrical ACCELERATION of fields (recursive addition / multiplication heterodyning of
wave front velocities). In this model – the acceleration of fields is proposed to be identical with the gravitational force.
We will later move on to suggest how the same fractal mechanism of perfected phase conjugation and compression can
reveal the physics of human perception, and a 3D model for the perception of color.
-In order to develop the logic that Golden Ratio optimized wave compression perfects fractality and therefore gravity, we
first look at the wave nature of Golden Ratio, fractality and compression, briefly.

(Frank: heartcoherence.com) - Here the dodeca stellation- we are considering- later linked to the significant S3# symmetry
group (for gravity?). Note how the geometry of Mandelbrot for example overlays this dodec stellation by Golden Ratio.
Any literature search on Golden Ratio and wave mechanics gets bigger every day. Many in the physics community have
dedicated a big part of their lives to this. (from Global Scaling to Alex Kevarainan)
First we must confirm that
Golden Ratio is in fact responsible for perfecting wave compression:

This (above) graphic was also done --- at my suggestion to illustrate PHASE CONJUGATION
by Golden Ratio. Perhaps this is the true phyics of the Caducceus and Hermes – in the way waves phase conjugate in their
path into DNA and every living protein – especially in the creation of gravity itself (in general – and in DNA in particular –
see Gariev). We will later see this same wave path down concentric dodec in DNA, gravity’s S3#?, living proteins, atomic,
planetary, and larger dodeca stellations. (down concentric dodec- more below). Several of the animations presented
revolved this 3D Golden Spiral lifted up onto the 60 degree 3D cone that connects infinite concentric stellated Dodeca.
Years ago, I simply took a standard 2D Golden Spiral – multiplied the radius by Golden Mean – to produce the 3rd Z axis
value. This then fits the infinite cone of the stellated dodeca, which later becomes all the animations presented (some here –
many at goldenmean.info/grail ) which becomes the HOLY GRAIL IN THE BLOOD (charge path into DNA).
This paper proposes that Golden Ratio is the perfected geometry of PHASE CONJUGATION and 4 wave mixing- for the
reasons stated: that perfect compession and convergence of phases can only be achieved by the Golden Ratio wave
geometry that allows recursive adding and multiplying of waves
( heterodyning).
This will lead us to propose that an important clue to the correct non-linear material for laser optics phase conjugate mirror
substrate- will require a recursive and fractal relationship within the atoms of the material. Similar to the phase conjugate
mirror for lasers, time reversal in phase conjugation is both in the nature of gravity’s black hole and in the nature of
perception.
We also discuss below how this applies to selecting phase conjugate dielectric materials (ex: barium strontium titanate) for
capacitors to make gravity. ( goldenmean.info/gravitycause ) Note that on our Physics team (linked there) to
experimentally prove that Gravity is caused by electric fractality – Bill Donovan’s expertise includes the famous Kowsky
Frost – piezoelectric gravity making quartz crystal cube. We propose that the gravity making charge path – in that crystal similar to phase conjugate 4 wave mixing – would be described in the above ‘caducceus geometry’ graphic.
Kowsky Frost – levitating quartz crystal-

“While experimenting with the constants of very short waves, carried on by means of quartz resonators, a piece of quartz
which was used, suddenly showed a clearly altered appearance. It was easily seen that in the center of the crystal, especially
when a constant temperature not exceeding ten degrees C. (50 degrees F.) was maintained, milky cloudiness appeared
which gradually developed to complete opacity.
The schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in this illustration. The high frequency oscillator has been omitted for
clearness. (Note: the two plates on top and bottom of the crystal which are driven by the high frequency oscillator - the
vertical plates to the left and right appear to be electrostatic field emitters)It seems as if a dispersal of electrons from a
molecule resulted, which, as it is irreversible, changes the entire structure of the crystal, so that it cannot be restored to its
former condition.

This shows how the quartz crystal lost weight when subjected to the high frequency current. The original crystal was
balanced on the scale…. This pointed the way for further investigation and the determination of how far the reduction of the
specific gravity could be carried out. …The transformed crystal was so light that it carried the whole apparatus with itself
upwards, along with the weight of twenty-five kilograms (55 lbs.) suspended from it and floating free in the air.
On exact measurement and calculations, which on account of the excellent apparatus in the Darredein laboratory, could be
readily carried out, it was found that the specific gravity was reduced to a greater amount than the change in volume would
indicate. Its weight had become practically negative.There can be no doubt that a beginning has been made toward
overcoming gravitation. “ end quote from http://www.keelynet.com/gravity/KFrost.htm

Note that in the stellated dodeca there is a hex view of a cube (taking the above pic to the ‘next dimension’). The
pentagonal dodecahedron in this model being literally a 4th dimension by Golden Ratio – rotation of the cube. In this sense
to add a dimension is to add a superposeable non-destructive axis of symmetry of charge rotation (which Golden Ratio
would perfect). The edge of the dodec which contains 5 cubes is .618 edge length ratio to that of the cube contained.
(images below).The important notion this particular model of dimension suggests is that when an charge inertial rotation
system finds an additional superposed axes of symmetry within which to rotate – this will always show up as another
present harmonic in the power spectrum. For example – as the cube rotates into dodec (4D), the dodec rotates into a helix
(5D):the THREAD that is DNA. Then as that thread is braided – RECURSIVELY into the thickness that is DNA- the
BRAID ratios would also use Golden Ratio – and show up in the harmonic analysis of DNA – with each succeeding
thickening braid.
This paper proposes that DNA acheives the ability to make miniature black holes / gravity ( as Gariev in Russia has
controversially measured- and his team presented at this Budapest conference, and written about extensively by Fossar and
Bludorf in German) - when that recursvie braiding is disciplined enough to launch the Golden Ratio – gravity making
recursive heterodyning – inside the DNA piezoelectric braid algorhythmn discipline. This paper further proposes that the
ability of DNA to get to that gravity making state - to absorb the electric energy of coherent emotion ( love from the EKG,
bliss from EEG + Golden Ratio) – is measureably linked to its braiding response to coherence in the heart’s music / EKG
voltage ( study done at my suggestion: goldenmean.info/rein ). More speculative work has taken pictures of DNA in a
maximally braided TOROIDAL or donut shaped state – see Circular DNA papers ( goldenmean.info/12strands , 5
rotations in the thread+7 in the braid = 12 axes of symmetry / ‘strands’ /dimensions in completed DNA?). (DNA as
stellated Dodec then wratcheted into helix by Golden Ratio – images below) This suggests that upon the SEVENTH
recursive braid of DNA – codefined by the 7 axes of the tetra (much below on this) is when DNA gets maximally implosive
and gravity making and ‘ensouled’. (Lord of the Ring). Controversial literature suggests this is responsible for Boson 7 –
time travel ability – measureable in DNA- by spectral emission lines (like Star Wars – chloridians in the blood). Many
reasons here to advise our genetic engineers to get a bigger picture of DNA coherence electrically– BEFORE they insult
our genes.
--- Picture library ---Why is it that the Golden Ratio based - pent and stellated dodeca seem to be the essential geometry of:
Gravity’s S3#, Cold Fusion’s Palladium, DNA, Earth Grid, Zodiac, and in a sense every living protein?

Above and below- how- Golden Ratio recursive phase conjugate constructive wave interference implodes inside of stellated
3D

Dodecahedron.

Frank ( heartcoherence.com ) was inspired to write – at my suggestion – software proving the Golden Ratio – among all
wave interference – produces the most total amount of CONSTRUCTIVE WAVE INTERFERENCE when heterodyned.

(see pic)
Please try this free software ( also linked at goldenmean.info/matrix ). The power under the curve - equals the wattage
remaining for wave distribution – maximized when internal interfering frequencies are in Golden Ratio.
The implication is clear, then when waves heterodyne the Golden Ratio produces the greatest amount of distributed power,
as the interference explores who lives and who dies. Admittedly this software evidences this in a way which is not truly 3

dimensional, but since it can show large numbers of wave interference phenomenon- the implication is clear. Also – belowwe suggest that when the Golden Ratio pent shape is stellated in 3D it produces the infinite stellated Dodec-Icos- Dodec.
We have shown previously (early work:”One Crystal’s Dance”) – that the x,y,and z coordinate value of EACH vertex of
that infinite 3D stellated Dodec – Icos (we call Star Mother – goldenmean.info/kit ) is a simple multiple of Golden Ratio.

Star mother tetra/cube to dodec - icos - dodec infinite 3d stellation model of dna/earthgrid/zodiac.. AND we see below origin of Atomic relation of the NUCLEUS to the ELECTRON...
Proving my hypothesis that fractality is the cause of gravity would complete the stated dream of both Einstein and Kepler.
Einstein was convinced that infinite charge collapse or compression was the key to unifying the electric field with gravity.
Of course he could not have known that fractality is clearly physics only answer to infinite compression. Kepler kept
dreaming that the planetary orbitals were a dance around the platonic solids. What he did not know - was that the platonic
solids primary nesting ratios always involve primarily Golden Ratio (tetra cube to dodec to icos ratio to dodec )- in
counterpoint to the square root of 2 ratios inside the tetra cube octa. I have shown that in the infinite stellated (5cube)-dodec
to icos to dodec .
We suggest this symmetry is essentially identical – from all the above animations and describes: the essential symmetry of
DNA, Earth Grid, Zodiac, Universe + Every Living Protein, Cold Fusion, Gravity + Consciousness + ONLY possible true
3D Fractal - EACH one of the infinite array of vertex has x,y,and z coordinates which are a simple multiple of Golden
Ratio! (My first book "One Crystals Dance").
This may explain WHY the S3# symmetry group - most often used to describe 'gravity field' is actually

DODECAHEDRAL! (goldenmean.info/gravitycode )- Also this suggests why - the Palladium atom - key to cold fusion (the
thin film will feel COLD in your hand!)- atomically has DODECAHEDRAL symmetry!
The work to show that the planetary orbitals ARE all fundamentally geometrized by Golden Ratio is already done..

Ref: www.spirasolaris.ca

(
SO in principle Kepler was right to see the planets nesting by perfect nesting 3d platonic geometry. The REASON planets
nest this way IS to complete the FRACTALITY which is the only way to stabilize the gravity of the solar system.
In addition recently updated astrophysic evidence: THE FRACTAL UNIVERSE - showing the Universe is specifically
arrayed fractally - beautiful supports this original hypothesis that Fractality is THE electrical cause of THE GRAVITY.
(New Scientist Magazine- Mar 07 Issue)

The notion that the universe may be arranged fractally also perfectly fits such recent work as Nassim Haramein, (
theresonanceproject.org ) - who at this conference speaks of the fractal nature of the vacuum. (film link and discussion:
goldenmean.info/fractalvacuum ). The concept of multiple connectedness, and recursive wormhole feedback – is all
perfected in terms of charge distribution precisely by the perfected compression fractality allows. Later we develop the idea
that fractally optimized charge distribution ( measureable as ReDox potential / electron availability to react) electrically
characterizes LIVING SYSTEMS IN GENERAL. ( application to cancer: www.goldenmean.info/cancer ).
So in order to further develop this hypothesis: Is Phi Fractal Self Similarity the Electrical CAUSE of the GRAVITY- we
explore evidence suggesting fractality may explicitly be the relation of electron shells to their nucleus. This would then
tend also to confirm that this is the electric cause of the gravity that HOLDS ATOMS TOGETHER (and certainly should be
mathematically teatable – as well as later experimentally confirmed).
By calculating NUCLEAR (hadron) nest distances vs ELECTRON nest (radii) distances – we should be able to PROVE
that Phi - fractal nesting regulates the fractal relation of the nucleus to the electron shells. This then further providing
evidence that CHARGE SELF SIMILARITY is THE CAUSE OF THE GRAVITY THAT HOLDS ATOMS (& galaxies)
TOGETHER? .. The question to be resolved if we can get the nuclear distances properly compared to their related electron
shell radii - is -do they fit log Phi vs Log 2 scaling – like in the Fractal Synth software example above...
This could strongly suggest that the nucleus CAUSES GRAVITY/perfected CHARGE COLLAPSE
by nesting inside the electron shells MATHEMATICALLY . like this.the 3D Golden Spiral (into the GRAIL) animations
below – as well as the above stellated dodeca images..
In an earlier publication "Fractality: The Physics of Creation" goldenmean.info/creation - I visually illustrated HOW
fractality is the cause of the gravitational force that holds the atom together. Specifically - that the (platonic nest ) geometry
of the placement of the hadrons (protons/neutrons) in the nucleus is precisely SELF SIMILAR or fractal to the (platonic nest
) arrangement of the electron shells -inside -out so to speak. This fractality (where charge compression is turned in to charge
acceleration by constructive heterodyning b PHI of phase velocities) then allows the non-destructive charge collapse - called
gravity which then holds both atoms and galaxies together.

This work was in part based on the chemist Professor Moon, University of Chicago, as published in 21 st Century Magazineon the platonic nature of the nucleus. And then extended to various sources suggested that the basic electron s,p,d,f electron
subshells were essentially the precise same nest of the platonic solids, in the same sequence (images above).
Suggesting how the electron shells (above s,p,d,f) above nest platonically. Below we note the NUCLEAR HADRONS
(proton + neutrons) are ALSO platonically arranged.( see Moon / Univ Chicago pic, 21st Century Magazine).
Physics is challenged to 1. quantify this obvious SELF SIMILARITY between electrons charge symmetry vs. nucleus
charge symmetry, and 2. show that in fact there can be ANY other reason for this SELF SIMILARITY (between electron
shells vs nucleus) if not to CAUSE the gravity which holds atoms together. (constructive charge collapse= charge implosion
where charge compression becomes the charge acceleration which DEFINES Gravity.

"Self-Similarity:So, how does nature do it?-(source see link) How does nature direct molecules into snow flakes, or crystals or any other
regular form? Chaos Theory has an answer: Self Similarity, a fundamental principle that allows building blocks to mimic their own shape
in the building they make.....A large number of particles will display a pattern that is near equal to the initial possibilities of a single
particle.....A similar thing is going on here: A large number of elements may form a shape that is derived from the shape of one element.
And because no element can be coerced to follow a certain path, no large number of elements will display the exact same pattern as
another group. Patterns caused by large numbers of elements are alike but never the same. Hence all snow flakes look alike but no two are
exactly identical.
...... Self-similarity is a really big deal. It occurs all over nature and many have argued that self-similarity is one of the key natural
principles that shape our world the way it is. Self-similarity has been observed in all fields of research: physics but also biology and even
psychology and sociology. It also happens all over Scriptures and has been studied extensively, most often referred to as type-Theology.
In the Book of Exodus for instance, Moses constructs the Tabernacle according to patterns he observed in heaven, making the tabernacle a
self-similarity of something that exists on a different level of complexity, namely heaven. ........"

DNA also as a “Geometric Extension of Consciousness” (original similar drawing in article by that title by Anne Tyng,
Zodiac Magazine) – Note the dodec as the 4 th dimension rotation of the cube, is stepped by Golden Ratio down the helixinto the5th ‘dimension’(charge rotation).

Later we see that braided recursively into implosive ‘context dependant’ wave envelopes whose morphology determines
RNA access –braiding programs DNA- probably in part programmed piezoelectrically by coherent long wave phonons from
EKG and glandular emotions. ( goldenmean.info/rein Glen Rein measuring, at my suggestion the effect on DNA of EKG
coherence).

(Summarizing above- ) In (this) my earlier publication "Fractality: The Physics of Creation" goldenmean.info/creation - I
visually illustrated HOW fractality is the cause of the gravitational force that holds the atom together. Specifically - that the
(platonic nest ) geometry of the placement of the hadrons (protons/neutrons) in the nucleus is precisely SELF SIMILAR or
fractal to the (platonic nest ) arrangement of the electron shells -inside -out so to speak. This fractality (where charge
compression is turned in to charge acceleration by constructive heterodyning b PHI of phase velocities) then allows the nondestructive charge collapse - called gravity- which then holds both atoms and galaxies together.
This is so nicely collelate to the beautiful hypothesis from Douglass White ( Observer Physics ) that PHASE
CONJUGATION (I would say optimized by Phi / Fractality) - is the mechanism of the BONDING FORCE INSIDE THE
NUCLEUS.
Specifically - after I wrote my original paper "Phase Conjugation" (Phi Optimized Fractality)- is the CAUSE and
Mechanism of PERCEPTION ( goldenmean.info/perception) - (exerpt) "...our ability to understand observation or
perception in psychology is precisely limited by our understanding of phase conjugate physics. - - A phase conjugate mirror
accomplishes self correcting of aberration, time reversal,- in short the observation of self organization. Once we see the
holy grail of physics in the fractal Golden Ratio coeur of phase conjugation - we can grok why PERCEPTION IS the WAVE
MECHANICS OF PHASE CONJUGATION! "
by way of correlation to this - Douglass White – ( www.dpedtech.com ) writes ( in his highly recommended paper Observer
Physics Major Findings : ) "
* Phase Conjugation describes the fundamental coherent interaction of all wave -particle phenomena. It is a fully general
way to describe phenomena, including consciousness, because all phenomena (including particles) can be described with
waves.
* Mass Conjugation and Four-Particle Mixing is phase conjugation adapted to particles. The gravitational tracking beam
between a planet and a star is phase conjugated. The helium atom with four nucleons is the most perfectly balanced form of
mass conjugation and four particle mixing "
In response to my original paper - Fractal Universe: Cause of Gravity - paper ( goldenmean.info/fractaluniverse ) - Douglass
White wrote: "Dear Dan, Thanks for this. I may put a link on my site. You will note that I put links to two great animations
by the team right on my (web) front page. I assume you were the first to map the phi spiral onto a torus."
Note also how my original equations- to mathematically map the Golden Mean spiral on the torus- also became my original
model of the origin of the Hebrew and arabic alphabets - http://www.goldenmean.info/dnaring
This was in marked contrast to Meru foundation who along with others, at that time had no spiral mathematics, no Golden
Mean, only a piece of sculpture used to model the origin of alphabets. The mathematic model I used, choosing the Golden
Mean ratio is far more compelling for physics in the sense that the survival value of making a symbol is the same as to
embed (inside from the outside - optimized by Phi). And also -charge compression (as William Tiller measures in his
“Conscious Acts of Creation”) is the very nature of attention.
Note how the inside hole to the outside RADIUS ratio of this structure could be used to correlated origin of fine structure
constant (Frank suggests the math is not compelling- see "Deriving the Fine Structure Constant from the Hydrodynamic
translation of vorticity on the surface of a torus donut at : goldenmean.info/predictions - I suggest - even if the math used
there is not compelling, the concept is elegantly in the right direction).
--We also will note below, how Richard Gautier used my technique to do the topo math to map the spiral on the torus below
to create the model of the electron as a slip knot on the torus. (he had studied my mathematics before creating his electron
slip knot model)
---The numeric value of the radius of those platonically nested nuclear hadrons (in several atoms perhaps ) needs to be
compared for fractality - to the numeric value of the radius of the platonically nested electrons. Gold and palladium for
example are specially suggested to be profoundly nucleus to electron FRACTAL in this model - accounting for their role in
Gold Fusion etc. - that fractality then becoming the symmetry definition of the physics of alchemy and the 'black hole'
making -definition of the word KHEM as in CHEMistry.
So perhaps for a next step to theoretical proof - that FRACTALITY IS THE CAUSE OF GRAVITY in the atom, we test our
new prediction. We need to calculate the numeric values for a few of these atoms (what is known about actual nuclear radii
vs electron radii). This will allow us to go ahead and complete the calculation to show that they fit this model : (like the
animated dodeca stellation ‘star mother’ ).. Specially the model predicts that those actual numeric nuclear vs electron
platonic radii distances- will fit log functions of PHI Golden Ratio interdigitated with Octaves - in precisely the way the
tetra cube nests in the dodec.

Below we illustrate further how the 3 dimenisonal approach path for charge into this Phi fractal array – makes the grail of
gravity itself. These are equation animations of"Phi Recursion physics" , ceated by Dan Winter..from his simple equation
FOR PERFECTED phase conjugation. He used the Golden Mean spiral mapped into 3D either on the (60 degree) Cone of
concentric Dodec, and also that same Golden Spiral - topo mapped on the torus shape of all fields (origin of alphabets)

Thanks to the Fractal Synth software (link above)- to prove that Golden Ratio produced the maximum
possible CONSTRUCTIVE wave interference in wave relations in general. This was helpful (a good step) toward proving my original idea that heterodyning for Golden Ratio charge waves - produced the non-destructive charge compression
(which turns in to acceleration by constructive interference of phase velocity) to produce gravity.
Inspired by my idea that Phi recursion optimizes heterodyne phase conjugation, we successfully set out to prove that the
Golden Mean ratio emerges from wave physics optimizing criteria; this "back-enginereering" of the Golden Mean ratio is
the first time ever that its importance was proven based on a pure physics departure point alone (also with Fractal Synth
Software- link below) ; his peer-reviewed paper also demonstrates that the Fourier spectrum of a Golden Mean recursive
heterodyne is a perfect Fractal, whereas other ratios create a chaotic spectrum.
This is a direct proof that Golden Mean among heterodynes creates / translates into fractality among normal waves. Then
directly as a result of conversation with Dan and Frank- Sal plugged this Golden Mean wave function into the Shroedinger
wave equation (link below). Thus Sal further demonstrated how this principle translates in terms of quantum physics. (His
Quantum Gravity Base on Phi - links below) -Based on our hypothesis that (only) Golden Mean optimized heterodyne
phase conjugation creates soliton waves (photons and matter), Sal could then conclude that Golden Mean is an intrinsic part
of the quantum physical reality. Franks and Sals papers will be presented at the CASYS'07 conference on computing
Anticipatory Systems http://www.ulg.ac.be/mathgen/CHAOS/CASYS.html
Here is a screen from Fractal Synth Software (there at goldenmean.info/matrix - of particular note - the
discovery that the power spectra of Golden Ratio heterodyning produces the Binary Fibonacci sequence - probably
explaining why THAT shows up in DNA - see discussion/pics - Gariev- shows GRAVITY / black holes in DNA)Phi / Golden Mean vs Octaves
Charge DISTRIBUTED (Imploded thru light speed into Gravity?) vs Charge Isolated / Stored

(In the above Fractal Synth Software- see link- evidence that Golden Ratio Fractality - allows the constructive charge
compression which CAUSES gravity).
Frank first wrote the Golden Ratio wave equation - at my suggestion -that Phi created PERFECT HETERODYNING (then
used by Sal -) First we show the reference to Sal:Sal Giandinoto- plugged in (the below equation for Golden Ratio
heterodyning from Frank – with Dan Winter’s input) - to the Schroedinger wave equation to produce.."INCORPORATION
OF THE GOLDEN RATIO PHI INTO THE SCHRÖDINGER WAVE FUNCTION USING THE PHI RECURSIVE
HETERODYNING SET" http://www.geocities.com/salvi1740@sbcglobal.net/Phi_Noetic1.pdf , as discussed at
goldenmean.info/perception (Sal G's>),
- Towards a Grand Unified Field Theory based on Phi Recusion and Quantum Gravity (4 of Dan Winter's implosive
recursion 3d equations based on phi - animations on Sal's home page)

Next we review a sigificant exerpt from original paper (official and updated peer reviewed at www.heartcoherence.com/whyphi2007.pdf “Why Phi” - a derivation of the Golden Mean ratio based on heterodyne phase conjugation --

1. Abstract - The optimisation of phase-conjugation for a scale-invariant heterodyne wave packet is analysed. The principle
of scale-invariance is introduced anticipating its application in soliton wave physics and could be a requirement for optimal
phase-conjugation. Heterodyne phase-conjugation here is limited to the rudimental form of one wavelength being the sum
or difference of two others. A numerical demonstration of the optimal solution, a Golden Mean scaling ratio, is given by
means of a heterodyne power scan over a wide range of ratio’s. The Fourier spectrum of a Golden Mean recursive
heterodyne is given, which was found to have the form of a binary Fibonacci series of frequencies. The function of
heterodyne phase-conjugation in soliton creation will briefly be discussed.
2. Introduction - The “Golden Mean” ratio, also called “Phi” (F ) barely needs an introduction. Not only
has the Golden Mean section been used by artists (painters, sculptors, architects) since antiquity as a
measure of beauty and harmony - the presence of Phi in Nature is just as ubiquitous, be it often in hidden
form. At this point the famous Fibonacci series needs to be mentioned, Fn+1 = Fn + Fn-1, which for greater
values of n approaches Fn / Fn-1 = F . It seems as if Nature, where she wants to use Phi for reasons which
may follow from this paper, but has only integer values to play with, chooses Fibonacci numbers instead.
The sheer endless specialties of Phi, which is sometimes described as the “most irrational number”, have
exhaustively been explored in mathematics. Despite its ubiquity in practical applications, the Golden Mean
ratio was never derived based upon fundamental physics criteria. However, the field of “Sacred Geometry”,
which we might consider intuitional science and where Phi is also prominently present, is being
[1]

disseminated by one of its leading proponents, Dan Winter , as an actual modelling of sustainable (mostly
spherical) wave patterns in 3-D space. This insight has been a major source of inspiration for this paper.
3. Derivation of Phi from a scale-invariant heterodyne set
Heterodyne phase conjugation is defined as:

4. A numerical proof of integral wave power of a scale-invariant phase-conjugate heterodyne optimized
by F . A composite scale-invariant heterodyne is created using a software program written by the
author, “Fractal Synthesizer” which performs an integral wave power scan over a range of ratios. The
result is a graph ranging from ratio 1.2 to 2.1 in steps of 0.001 for an adjustable number of heterodynes.
The index “Hz” is used only for convenience, and indicates precisely one wave period in the display.
The “power graph” has many interesting features but is used here primarily to illustrate the principle.
The composed scale-invariant heterodyne is given by:

The Golden Mean ratio (1.618..) clearly stands out as a recursive heterodyne ratio with maximum energy
conservation through optimized phase-conjugation. A “family” of other, but less optimizing ratio’s can be
found e.g. by solving iteratively:

4
Below graph shows the “Golden Sequence” fractal string, where the two different spacings in the frequency
series are seen. This is the spectrum of a 14 “Hz” base frequency with 4 higher and 2 lower Phi-harmonics.
Frequencies are chosen, again, to produce a representative graph given the FFT- and display resolution.
The code should be read from the right to the left, as follows:

If the ratio is changed slightly off-Phi, the coherent, fractal line-up is quickly destroyed. Here the ratio is
1.628, that is only 0.6% off F and the Golden Sequence cannot be found:

Fig. 2 – Distorted spectrum when heterodyne scaling ratio is slightly off -F (1.628..)

6. A definition of the term “phase-conjugation”
It is proposed that the term “phase-conjugation” be used only for heterodyning, that is, for wave physics in
a non-linear medium (e.g. nonlinear optics) or in a more general sense defined by actual phase coherence,
as described above. Likewise, the term “interference” should be used for “normal”
(Newtonian,additive)wave interactions only and not for heterodyning

7. The role of heterodyne phase conjugation in soliton creation
A “soliton” is a name for a “self-reinforcing” singular wave in a (weakly) non-linear, or non-linearly acting
medium. It is considered sucking energy from its surrounding waves in a way for which there is no linear
explanation. This accounts for its unusual permanence. As may follow from the discussion of above powerscan (graph 1), a highly harmonically inclusive, phase-conjugate heterodyne is virtually undetectable, and
thus indestructible, but nevertheless transports energy and can therefore have a significant physical effect in
a non-linear (e.g. meta-stable) medium. It is conjectured that:
1. Scale-invariance is the only way to optimize phase-conjugation among many heterodynes.
2. Scale-invariance is the only way to stabilize phase-conjugation in a 3-dimensional medium.
3. Scale-invariance is therefore the only way to distribute and store energy nonlinearly- this is a
requirement for phase-conjugate heterodyning to have a relevant physical effect in a non-linear medium,
(material or other), in principle form as a soliton
Additional note: a soliton is commonly known as a solitary material wave , for example the epic, but rather
[4]

infamous oceanic “rogue waves” . However the concept can be generalized to include all sorts of solitary
phenomena, from all normal waves taken as a whole (sound, electro-magnetic, atmospheric), vortex and
toroidal waves, photons, atoms, biological cells, organisms, ecosystems and galaxies, in their respective
arenas. It is hypothesized that the essential system dynamics is the same in all cases and includes a
substantial heterodyne phase-conjugate aspect, in various ways coherently interacting with the purely
material form and imparting it with a touch of vitality beyond standard explanation. A specialty of this
approach to soliton creation lies in the distinct roles of the most prominent phase-conjugate nuclei,
controlled by Phi and octave ratio (see power scan, fig. 1) with resp. an energy distributing and assimilation function, relative to the average background level. This predicts the precise interactions with
resp. thermodynamic and inertial environments, which however goes beyond the scope of this paper.

8. Conclusions
It was mathematically proven that the Golden Mean (Phi) ratio perfects phase-conjugation in a scaleinvariant heterodyne wave packet, in the ideal case forming an infinite Phi-recursive series. Al so it was
numerically demonstrated that Phi ratio maximizes the integral wave power of this type of heterodyne
(using a limited series). Further it was shown that the Fourier spectrum of a (limited) Golden Mean
recursive heterodyne forms a binary Fibonacci spaced series of frequencies. This shows that Phi could be a
unique mediator between heterodyne and normal physics. The physical relevance of this type of heterodyne
wave packet is supported by the abundance of Fibonacci series in nature. The term “phase-conjugation” has
been put in perspective and is proposed to be used for heterodyne processes only. A more generalized
“soliton” concept was proposed, which is intrinsically controlled by sustainable heterodyne phaseconjugate physics, accounting for effects which are considered anomalous in terms of standard physics.
References: [1] Dan Winter: Courses on Sacred Geometry and Coherent Emotion – various essays and
seminar registrations at www.goldenmean.info
[2] Fibonacci Cascades as the "DNA Supra-Code" – Jean-Clode Perez,
http://www.goldenmuseum.com/1611GenCode_engl.html
[3] Fast Fourier Transform http://mathworld.wolfram.com/FastFourierTransform.html
[4] Osborne, A. R., Onorato, M., and Serio, M.: The nonlinear dynamics
of rogue waves and holes in deep water gravity wave trains, Phys. Lett. A, 275, 386–393, 2000.

Next – we investigate to see if the phase conjugation by fractality gives us insight into a new model:1. the wave mechanics of
perception – ( please refer to www.goldenmean.info/perception, AND a true 3 DIMENSIONAL - origin of COLOR: (photon
like the electron as a TOROIDAL slipknot of CHARGE)- ( this portion of the paper is available at
www.goldenmean.info/fractalgravity

